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”Zooming out”

• Why are we doing this stuff like proofs and 
experiments and simulations at all?!
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To know and to show
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Show
§See?! Look how 
big this problem is!
§See?! This problem 
impacts all of us!

Know
§How big is the 
problem?
§What are the 
moving 
pieces?
§What can we 
do to fix it?



What’s wrong with this view?
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No Existential Crises here!

§ Science (and ML, perhaps) can still function in this wild 
and wacky world. 

§Our focus here: 
§ Why are people believe/”know” wrong things?
§ Does it matter that people are wrong?
§ If so, how do we change their minds? If not, then what?
§ [How can simulation help us think through this]
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No Existential Crises here!
§ Our focus here: 

§ Why are people believe/”know” wrong things?
§ Does it matter that people are wrong?
§ If so, how do we change their minds? If not, then what?
§ [How can simulation help us think through this]

§ Let’s first bring it back to ourselves to humanize a bit
§ When is the last time you changed your mind about something 

important? Why? How did that impact your behavior?
§ When is the last time you told someone they were wrong? Why? 

Did it impact them?
§ When is the last time someone said something wrong and you 

didn’t say anything? Why?
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Linking to social media

§ In class (and Part 1 of your Unit Midpoint), we’ll mostly 
focus on the overlap between misinformation and social 
media

§Why?
§ Because I know more about it
§ Because I think it’s a critical vector for youz kids

§ Things to think about
§ Who do you see posting on social media?
§ Do they change your minds? When and why?
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Caveat (to return to…)
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Case Study: the 2016 US Election



Social Media and the 2016 Election

§What we will talk about (briefly)
§ Political ad targeting
§Manipulation – bots, trolls, fake accounts
§ Fake News

§Did social media cause Trump to be elected?
§Did misinformation cause Trump to get elected?
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https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/8/4/1686913/--The-Cambridge-Analytica-
Psyops-that-made-both-Trump-and-Brexit-Winners

Political ad targeting



Manipulation – How?

Manipulation of the 2016 election 
came from a variety of sources
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Bots

Hijacked accounts

Fake pagesCyborgs

Coordinated Campaigns



What do today’s bots tend to do?

§Manipulate social signals
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/11/technology/twitter-fake-followers.html https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2982233https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10588-017-9255-3

Of follower counts Of RTs/Mentions
Of support for candidates



Bots are increasingly sophisticated, but 
detectable in some cases
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https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/#!/
http://delivery.acm.org/10.1145/2820000/2818717/p96-ferrara.pdf



Fake News
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https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/craigsilverman/viral-fake-election-news-outperformed-real-news-on-
facebook#.jepaXOx1m



What is fake news?

§What do you think?
§One increasingly accepted definition:

§ Fake news is content produced with all the trappings of 
a legitimate news organization but without any of the 
actual journalistic scrutiny

§How is “fake news” different from misinformation?
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http://science.sciencemag.org/content/359/6380/1094



Why did fake news come about?

§ Thoughts?
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Why did fake news come about?

§Why was/is there fake news?
§Money and power!

§ Imagine that…

§Who saw fake news in 2016?
§What percent of timelines do you think 

contained link to fake news?
§What percent of people saw fake news?
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5.1%
of political content in voters’ Timelines 

was fake news



Fake news is highly concentrated!

Exposures Sharing

16 accounts 
(of 16,442) 

responsible for 
80% of fake 

news



Did you see fake news?
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Summarizing
§ For Political Ad targeting, Bots, & Fake News, we see the same story:

§ Its not new
§ Ad targeting existed for centuries
§ Bots were impacted elections at least as early as 2010
§ Fake news has been around since the Romans

§ But, it came into focus because of new/increased use in 2016
§ Ad targeting – via FB and semi-private data
§ Bots – because there were so many, and because we know Russia was behind 

some of them
§ Fake news - a vast increase in its spread

§ And they likely had an impact
§ But…
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Would Trump have been elected without 
“fake news”?

§ Its quite likely…
§ The demographics most likely to vote for Trump were 

the least likely to be online
§ Fake news was very concentrated
§ Best estimates are that targeted ads would have had 

to be tens of times more effective than TV ads to have 
swayed enough voters

§But, we don’t really don’t know!
§ some academics disagree with this
§and it is likely impossible for us to ever figure it out
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Team case study: the 2024 US Election



8 years is a long time

§What do we think has changed?
§What has stayed the same?
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More specifically… what role can our tools play?

§Answer these in one sentence:
§What is the utility of 

§causal diagrams for your project?
§Causal inference for your project?
§ theoretical modeling for your project?

§What are the limitations of 
§causal diagrams for your project?
§ Theoretical modeling for your project?
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Why simulate? Vs. Diagramming/Theory 
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Too complex 
and too much 
drawing – 
limited 
computation 
possible

Theoretical 
ModelingCausal 

diagramming

Too simple – 
can prove 
things but 
you’re 
making 
overly bold 
assumptions

Simulation



Why simulate? 
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Why simulate? Vs. Using Real data

§Unethical to do otherwise
§ Impossible to do otherwise
§As a first step

§ To show that unexpected things happen 
§ To estimate how much data you need
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Simulation
§Can help us understand how micro-level behaviors impact 

macro-structure, and vice versa, in potentially non-
obvious ways
§ Prisoner’s Dilemma
§ HW: Contagions

§Can help us “experiment” quickly and/or when it is 
impossible/unethical to do so otherwise
§ How might we “fix social media”?

§Can help us imagine new possibilities
§ How do we intervene to eradicate misinformation?
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Concepts we’ll talk about
§Parameters and justifying parameter choices
§Virtual experiments, outcome metrics, and research 

questions
§ Types of simulations

§ Agent-based models and “the simulation loop”
§ Make up some things people do, and then explore how those 

function at scale
§ System dynamics models – variables, their levels, and stocks 

and flows
§ Make up some rules for how things move through a system, then 

explore
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A Brief Example (from 199!)
§ Head over to the Parable of the Polygons, a cute 

demonstration of one of the more famous simulation models of 
human behavior (Schelling’s dynamic model of segregation).

§ Assuming that you begin with an initially random board. What 
does this model show about what can cause segregation? 
§ This represents an assumption of the model

§ All models are wrong, but some are useful. Identify at least one 
model assumption that is wrong, and at least one way the 
model is useful.
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https://ncase.me/polygons/
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.0708155105


Schelling’s model (con’t)

§A parameter is a thing that can vary in a simulation model
§ Identify each of the parameters that can vary in this final 

simulation model. 
§ Then, detail how that variable generally impacts the level of 

segregation in the simulated society, holding all other factors 
constant at their default value. 

§ The initial values for a parameter are called its defaults. 
What do you think are reasonable defaults for each 
parameter? Why?
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Extending a model / Virtual Experiments

§What is one additional parameter we could vary, and why 
might we vary it (i.e. what is a relevant research 
question?)
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